8	HOW  CAME CIVILIZATION?
every African tribe which possessed them. It was., in facts
regarded as axiomatic that if you do not know where any-
thing came firm, you are entitled to assume that it originated
wherever you happen to find it.
Professor R. B. Dixon (The Building of Cultures, p. 223)
attempted to give scientific backing to this very unscientific
view:
That diffusion3, he says., 'is responsible for a large
number of apparently disconnected similar traits is
probable, but there remains a considerable residuum for
which independent origin is the only rational explanation.
For common sense and the laws of probability must be
applied to all cases, and when an explanation by diffusion
requires us to assume that the extremely improbable or
almost impossible has occurred, the onusprobandi becomes
very heavy. Where the physical difficulties in the way
are very serious^ we must refuse to be carried away by
vague generalities and demand very concrete proof, and
until such proof is forthcoming the alternative of independent
invention or convergence must be preferred* (my italics).
That diffusion has been responsible for cultural develop-
ment to a far greater extent than independent invention
is quite certain, but occasional independent invention
cannot, in the face of the evidence, be denied.3
In spite of the admission in the last sentence, what
Professor Dixon would have us believe is that if in any
part of the world we find people using a particular imple-
ment, we are bound to assume that they invented that
implement unless it is otherwise proved. To do this he has
to resort to a good deal of special pleading. In the first place
is 'extremely improbable' is not, as he suggests, a
matter of fact, but merely a speculation, quite valueless as
a proof. Then he tells us that if we do not know which of

